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S.No Sections Marks/Weight 

1 Grammar 

 

25 

2 General Knowledge and Aptitude related to 

education 

 

25 

3 Reading 

 

25 

4 Vocabulary 

 

25 

 Total Marks 100 

 

 

The Entrance Test comprises 100 Multiple Choice questions with 100 marks (1 mark for 

each question) 
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Some Sample Questions: 

Section-I (Grammar) 

I. Choose the correct sentence from the following. 

1. A. There has been many problems with the new bridge. 

    B. There have been many problems with the new bridge. 

    C. There was many problems with the new bridge. 

    D. There had been many problems with the new bridge now. 

 

II. Put in the correct preposition in the following. 

2. The letter I wrote was full_______ mistakes. 

A. with 

B. of 

C. about 

D. by 

III. Complete the sentences using the given phrasal verbs. 

3. I arranged to meet James after last night but he didn’t ____________ 

A. move in  

B. turn up 

C. show off 

D. drop out 

IV. Complete the sentences using the most appropriate phrase given below. 

4. “Why did you stay at a hotel when you went to New York? You______ with B 

A. can have stayed 

B. could have stay 

C. could have stayed 

D. must have stayed 
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Section-II (G.K. & Aptitude) 

5. Who among the following was the Chairman of the Drafting Committee of the Indian 

Constitution? 

A. B.R Ambedkar 

B. Tej Bahadur Sapru 

C. C Raja Gopal Chary 

D. Babu Rajendra Prasad 

6. Who is the author of “The Annihilation of Caste”? 

A. M K Gandhi 

B. M N Srinivas 

C. Rabindranath Tagore 

D. Dr. B.R Ambedkar 

7. A student is found to frequently ask doubts on what you teach. What steps will you take? 

A. Ask him abruptly not to disturb the class. 

B. Encourage his friends to clear his doubts in the class itself. 

C. Snub him by passing humorous comments. 

D. Once again teach the whole portion to the class 

8. In order to teach a new lesion in the class, the teacher should 

A. enquire about the well-being of children. 

B. Solve the problems of students in relation to the lesson in the class 

C. develop interest and curiosity in children about the new lesson. 

D. Tell children that they should come fully prepared to study the new lesson. 

 

 

SECTION – III (Reading) 

Read the passages given below and answer the questions that follow. 

Passage: 

Food which is kept too long decays because it is attacked by yeasts, moulds and bacteria. 

The canning process, however, seals the product in a container so that no infection can reach it, 

and then it is sterilized by heat. Heat sterilization destroys all infections present in food inside the 
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can. No chemical preservatives are necessary, and properly canned food does not deteriorate     5                                                            

during storage. 

 

The principle was discovered in 1809 by a Frenchman called Nicolas Appert. He corked 

food lightly in wide-necked glass bottles and immersed them in a bath of hot water to drive out 

the air, then he hammered the corks down to seal the jars hermetically. Appert’s discovery was 

rewarded by the French government because better preserved food supplies were needed for    10                                        

Napoleon’s troops on distant campaigns. 

 

By 1814 an English manufacturer had replaced Appert’s glass jars with metal containers 

and was supplying tinned vegetable soup and meat to the British navy. The next scientific 

improvement, in 1860, was the result of Louis Pasteur’s work on sterilization through the        15                                                            

application of scientifically controlled heat. 

Today vegetables, fish, fruit, meat and beer are canned in enormous quantities. Within 

three generations the eating habits of millions have been revolutionized. Foods that were 

previously seasonal may now be eaten at any time, and strange foods are available far from     20                                                

the countries where they are grown. The profitable crops many farmers now produce often 

depend on the proximity of a canning factory. 

 

The first stage in the canning process is the preparation of the raw food. Diseased and 

waste portions are thrown away; meat and fish are cleaned and trimmed; fruit and vegetables   25                       

washed and graded for size. The jobs are principally done by machine. 

The next stage, for vegetables only, is blanching. This is immersion in very hot or boiling 

water for a short time to remove air and soften the vegetable. This makes it easier to pack into 

cans for sterilization. Some packing machines fill up to 400 cans a minute. Fruit, fish               30                                           

and meat are packed raw and cold into cans, and then all the air is removed. When the cans are 

sealed, the pressured inside each can is only about half the pressure of the outside air. This is  

‘vacuum’ packing. 

 

During the sterilization process which follows, the cans are subjected to steam or         35 

boiling water, with the temperature and duration varying according to the type of food. Cans of 

fruit, for example, take only 5-10 minutes in boiling water, while meat and fish are cooked at 

high temperatures for longer periods. After sterilization, the cans are cooled quickly to 32 degree 

C. to prevent the contents from becoming too soft.                                                                       40                                                                                                                                   

The final stage before despatch to the wholesale or retail grocer is labeling, and packing 

the tins into boxes. Nowadays, however, labeling is often printed on in advance by the can-maker 

and no paper labels are then required. 

I. Which of the following choices A), B), or C) most adequately sums up the ideas of the whole 

paragraph? 
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9. Para. 1 

A. Food scientifically sealed in cans is safe from decay. 

B. Sterilization – the key to the safe-keeping of food. 

C. The use of chemicals in preventing the decay of food. 

10. Para 2. 

A. The history and early methods of preserving food. 

B. The French influence in food canning. 

C. The scientific principles of food canning. 

II. Find the following words in the passage and select the meaning you think is most likely to 

correspond among the choices given. 

11. Decays (line 1) 

A. Smells 

B. Waits 

C. Lasts a long time 

D. Goes bad 

12. Seals (line 2) 

A. Puts 

B. Closes-up 

C. Packs 

D. Stores 

III. Say whether the following statements are TRUE or FALSE 

13. Chemical Preservatives are necessary in canned food. 

A. True 

B. False 

14. Nicolas Appert, A Frenchman, was not the first man to preserve food in cans. 
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A. True 

B. False 

 

Section-IV (Vocabulary) 

I. Choose the best antonym for each word. 

15. Secure 

A. insecure 

B. unsafe 

C. dangerous 

D. different 

II. Choose the idiom or phrase which best completes each sentence: 

16. We can borrow money if need be, but it’s______________________________ 

A. A lot resort. 

B. Taken at the end. 

C. Done if there is no other option. 

D. Absolutely necessary. 

III. Choose the correct synonyms: 

17. Lethargy 

A. Laxity 

B. Impassivity 

C. Listlessness 

D. Serenity 

 

IV. Choose the correct meaning of the word underlined.. 

18. I think he was misinformed. 

A. Given wrong information 

B. Given wrong interpretation 

C. Given wrong direction 

D. Given wrong guidance 
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V. Complete the following sentences choosing the correct word. 

19. We had__________________ rain last night 

A. torrential 

B. large 

C. strong 

D. huge 

20. The place was in ____________ chaos when I arrived. 

A. utter 

B. total 

C. narrow 

D. complete 

 

 


